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I INTRODUCTION (U) 

" (U) Since the publication of results of the initial remote viewing (RV) effort at SRI 

International (SRI) *1 two basic questions have remained in evaluating remote viewing data: 

• What is the definition of the target? 
• What is the definition of the RV response? 

(U) The first attempt at quantitatively defining an RV response involved reducing the raw 

transcript to a series of declarative statements called concepts.2 It was found that a coherent 

concept should not be reduced to its component parts. For example, a small red VW car would 

be considered a single concept rather than four separate concepts, small, red, VW, and car. 

Once a transcript had been "conceptualized," the list of concepts constituted, by definition, the 

RV response. The analyst rated the concept lists against the sites. Although this rtpresented a 

major advance over previous methods, no attempt was made to define the target site. It was also 

extremely labor intensive and did not readily allow for rapid processing of RV data. 

(U) In 1983, a procedure was developed to define both the target and response materia1. 3 

It became evident that before a site can be quantified, the overall remote viewing goa] must be 

clearly defined. If the goal is simply to demonstrate the existence of the RV phenomena. then 

anything that is perceived at the site is important. But if the goal is to gain specific information , 
about the RV process, then possibly specific items at the site are important while others remain 

insignificant. 

(U) In 1984. work began on a computerized evaluation procedure, which underwent 

significant expansion and refinement during 1985.4 The mathematical formalism underlying this 

procedure is known as the "figure of merit" (FM) analysis. This method is predicated on 

descriptor'list technology, which represented a significant improvement over earlier "conceptual 

analysis" techniques. both in terms of "objectifyii\g" the analysis of RV data and in increasing the 

speed and efficiency with which evaluation can be accomplished. These techniques were based 

upon the pioneering work of Honorton et a1. to encode target and response material in 

accordance with the presence or absence of specific elements. 5 

* (U) References may be found at the end of this report. 
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It became increasingly evident. however. that this particular application of descriptor 

inadequate in providing discriminators that were "fine" enough to describe a complex 

accurately; it was also unable to exploit fully the more subtle or abstract information 

of the RV response. To decrease the granularity of the RV evaluation system. therefore. 

would have to evolve in the direction of allowing the analyst a gradation of 

about target and response features. rather than the hard-edged (and rather imprecise). 

~r.-nc)thJlng. binary determinations. A preliminary survey of various disciplines and their 

methods (spanning such diverse fields as artificial intelligence. linguistics. and 

nVl.rU"""~""R' psychology) revealed a branch of mathematics. known as .. fuzzy set theory," 

. During FY 1986 and FY 1987. a fuzzy set implementation of remote viewing analysis 

~delvelioPlea.6.7 The primary application of this new technology, however. was to create an 

measure for target orthogonality. The orthogonal targets were then used in rank-order 

During FY 1988. the analysis task was to determine appropriate parameterj for fuzzy 

viewing analysis. To accomplish this task. SRI reanalyzed the RV data collected 

FY 1987. trimmed the National Geographic magazine target pool. and explored various 

to encode RV data in an entropy formalism." 

, 

(U) This report constitutes the deliverable for Objective F. Task 1. 
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II TECHNICAL DISCUSSION (U) 

A. (U) Retrospective Analysis 

I We have reanalyzed all of the remote viewing experiments conducted during FY 

1987 that used National Geographic magazine targets. There were a total of 292 sessions from 

the tachistoscope, real-time versus precognition, and hypnosis experiments. Using an overall 

p-value < 0.05 as a definition of statistical evidence of RV. only the real-time versus 

precognition experiment failed to meet that criterion. 

_. _', During FY 1987, the analysis of these data used a subjective rank-order 

technique. For each RV response. the intended target and 6 decoys were ranked in order from 

most to least correspondence. The combined average sum-of-ranks was 3.781. where the 

expected average was 4.00 (z = 1.87; p < 0.031). Thus. even including the real-time versus 

precognition experiment. the total RV effon for FY 1987 showed statistical evidence of an 

information transfer anomaly. 

It is possible that a mechanism other than psychoenergetics could account for this 

overall result. Suppose that analysts tended to rank the target packs in order of complexity--the 

most complex first, the least last. That is to say, a target with an abundance of elements would 

have more correspondence with any response, psychoenergetically mediated or not. To examine 

this hypothesis. complexity was defined as the total number of target elements such that their 

membership (in the target fuzzy set) was non-zero. • . Two distributions were then constructed: 

(1) The distribution of complexities for the targets ranked first by the analyst 

(2) The distribution of complexities for the correct target regardless of rank. 

~ Figure 1 shows these two distributions. The black histogram clearly demonstrates 

a bias (X2 = 11.30. df = 6; p < 0.08) on the pan of the analysts to favor the most complex target 

as the best match to a given response. This is to be expected, in that the instructions to the 

analysts are to find the best match between target and response. Thus, especially for noisy data. 

it is not surprising to find such a bias. On the other hand. the complexity distribution shows no 

• CU) The universe of elements for the target fuzzy sets was described during FY 1987,7 but 
is repeated here in the Appendix. 
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such bias for the intended target (X2 = 9.29, df = 6; p < 0.16). In other words. since the 

intended target is chosen by a random number generator, the cross-hatched histogram is a 

simple test of the randomization algorithm. To test the null hypothesis that the proportions are 

the same in the two distributions, a chi-square was computed where the expected value in each 

cell was the row-total times the column-total divided by the grand-total. The proportions are 

significantly different for these distributions (X2 = 15.35, df = 6; P < 0.018). Thus it is unlikely 

that judging bias in favor of the most complex target can account for the overall significant 

evidence of RV during FY 1987. 
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B. (U) Target Pool Reduction 

(U) To provide a more manageable target pool for rank-order judging, we reduced the 

original National Geographic magazine target pool from 200 to 100 targets. The fuzzy set 

approach, in conjunction with cluster analysis, was used to produce 20 sets of 5 orthogonal 

targets. These sets were "fine tuned" by visual inspection to provide the best possible target sets. 

Approximately 20 percent of the targets required changing. The set of 100 targets was 

photographed and duplicated to fonn to identical target pools, one for analysis purposes only and 

the other for target purposes only. Separating these functions into two separate pools ensured 

that there could be no inadvertent handling cues (Le., the experiment team "marking" the 

intended target so the analyst could recognize it) . 
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of the most pressing problems in remote viewing, one which must be solved 

basic models can be developed, is determining the quantitative amount of information 
". , 

i{t~LOsfer;red during the procedure. There have been a number of attempts to quantify the 

content in natural scenes in the past. but none of them appeared to work as a 

description of either the target or the response. 

, One approach that has been tried in the past is to define an entropy-like measure for 

:of a fuzzy set. s Unfortunately. these approaches assume that some estimate of a 

fuzzy set can either be assumed or calculated. In remote viewing terms, this amounts 

how a viewer might respond in a session in which there was no defined target. In 

experiments, this is referred to as a response bias. Response biases are difficult to 

and are very strong functions of time. 

,To obtain an estimate of the average response bias of a given viewer during an RV 

modified an earlier attempt. Assuming all response errors are due to bias, we define, 

viewer. a bias fuzzy set. B. whose elements and membership values are~ defined by 

... ~ •• ~ •• ". case. the J1(X) notation indicates that the J1-values are from the set X. and T and 

target and response sets. respectively. In words, the above relationship is the total 

in a series qf N trials (for a given element) minus that part of the response that was 

.e., 'possessed some overlap with the intended target). Each element. k, in B, 

the average value for the response being incorrect, or, ostensibly. a result of bias. (See 

Ip,a,pl)'enldix for the universe of elements. k) . . ' 

There are a number of ways in which this bias set can be used. One is to simply 

the assigned (by the analyst) J1-values by a percent equal to their associated value in B to 

,fo# the bias contribution. 
I \ 

e:laUllnle. if the bias membership value for the roads-bit was 0.15, the transformed value 

....... ,.." ...... (1.0 - 0.15) times the assigned value. or a 15 percent reduction of the assigned value. 

re[)rel.enlt" the adjusted value (by the average bias) for a response. R. 
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(U) For the first attempt at using R' to obtain an estimate of the accurate information 

transferred during a remote viewing experiment, we used basic information theory. In the 

theory, entropy is defined as a measure of uncertainty. The more uncertain, the larger the 

entropy. Correspondingly, complete certainty implies zero entropy. In symbols, a formal 

definition of entropy 13 for a fuzzy set is given as 

H(X) =- L>k(X)log2(Pk(X)- L(1-Jlk(X)log2(1-Jlk(X) 
k k 

(U) If the usual probabilistic interpretation of entropy is to be adopted, then we must 

scale the J.L-values to the interval [0.5,1]. The maximum uncertainty about a given bit is a 

J.L-value of 0 (assigned by an analyst). If this value is shifted to 0.5, then H(X) is a maximum. 

(U) The most uncertain response that a viewer can contribute is a blank page. All the 

assigned J.L-values would be zero; the transformed values would be 0.5. If we consider the target 

set to be an ~-cut of the target fuzzy set T, we define the maximum entropy possible for a 

response, Ho. as follows: 

Ho = - I 0.510g2(0.5) 
k(target bits) 

I 0.510g2(0.5) = # of target bits. 
k(target bits) 

For any non-null response, the entropy is defined as 

The sums in H(R') are over all bits in Tor R'. It is important to realize that the primed values in 

R are used, so H(R'} accounts for a possible response bias. Finally, the information perceived 

(judged) in an RV session is defined as the difference between the maximum uncertainty of a 

response and its observed uncertainty. In symbols: 

, MI(R') = Ho(R') -H(R') 

(U) In order to test this and other ideas. it ~as necessary to have a database of encoded 

targets and responses. Thus, all of the responses for the tachistoscope experiment were coded in 

the fuzzy set representation using the universe of elements shown in the Appendix. 

(U) To determine whether such an information encoding made sense, it was important to 

develop a criterion to define success. Since we could use the above formulation for the actual 

response, the modified (by the bias) responses, or a set of randomly assigned cross-matches 
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(U) 

(Le., responses assigned to targets that were not the intended target for the session). we were 

able· to explore a number of options. If the information channel is not saturated, then it is 

reasonable to assume that the more information available in the target, the more information 

could be received via remote viewing. The criterion that was adopted was that the information 

calculated from a set of randomly selected cross-matches could not show significant correlations 

with the complexity (defined by the sigma count) of the associated targets. 

t lunfortunately. this method failed. A strong correlation was found between the 

cross matches and target complexity. In retrospect, the problem is obvious. Even using the 

modified responses, the probability of a match with a random target increases with target 

complexity (Le., the more that is said. the more likely that there is a match to a random target). _We explored a number of different variations on the above formalism. To date, 

however, we have been unable to arrive at an appropriate formulation that meets the above or 

other criteria for a measure of information transfer during remote viewing experiments. 
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III CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS (U) 

---"'IIio. 
• l It is extremely likely that there is an even more fundamental reason why the -various procedures failed as a measure of information transfer during remote viewing. The 

elements from which the target and response sets are drawn are not of equal weight in 

information space. For example there is considerably more information (in any sense of that 

term) contained in an element such as church compared to an abstract element such as 

horizontal lines. Yet in this first attempt. the IL-values were all weighted equally. 

(U) One direction that deserves exploration is limiting the target descriptions (by the 

weighting factors for each element in the fuzzy set) to sets of targets that appear to have constant 

"information" content. This might allow for a more systematic search for an appropriate 

information representation. 

(U) Another problem was that the most uncenainty in a response was assumed to be a 

blank page. In the final days of FY 1988. Dr. L. Gatlin. a specialist in biological information 

systems. suggested that we approach the problem from a different point of view. The most 

uncenain situation is that in which a viewer is completely driven by his/her own response biases. 

Thus. Ho should be calculated from the bias set. B. or something like it. 

(U) It is very imponant to continue along these lines. Until a meaningful encoding of the 

information transferred during remote viewing experiment is found, there is little hope of success 

for quantitative modeling. We recommend that a consultant be found who is a specialist in 

applying information theory to natural scenes and natural language.-
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APPENDIX (U) 

UNIVERSE OF ELEMENTS FOR TARGET AND RESPONSE FUZZY SETS (U) 

(This Appendix is Unclassified) 
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